Funny or Rorschach Dermoscopy

After the first collection of funny images on dermoscopy – which were presented during the IDS meeting in Brisbane in May 2012 – we like to continue this project.

Therefore we ask you for funny images on dermoscopy on which we do see other objects that skin tumors - here two examples:

One ice cone (from Iris Zalaudek from Austria and Giuseppe Aregnziano from Italy).  
An easter bunny (from Jason Giacomel from Australia).

If you have images which has not been submitted yet, please mail this with your name and address to Andreas Blum (a.blum@derma.de) - many thanks.

The plan is to present this during the next IDS meeting in 2015.

By the way – due to the similarity to psychology we have named this also “Rorschach Dermoscopy”.

June 17, 2012

Andreas Blum.